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ABSTRACT: We report on stable, long-term immobilization and localization of a single 

colloidal Er3+/Yb3+ codoped upconverting fluorescent nanoparticle (UCNP) by optical 

trapping with a single infrared laser beam. Contrary to expectations, the single UCNP 

emission differs from that generated by an assembly of UCNPs. The experimental data 

reveal that the differences can be explained in terms of modulations caused by radiation-

trapping, a phenomenon not considered before but this work reveals to be of great 

relevance. 
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Rare earth doped luminescent nanoparticles are nowadays considered as fundamental 

building blocks in biophotonics applications ranging from imaging to therapy.1, 2 Their 

popularity stems from their attractive and unique combination of optical properties such 

as reduced emission bandwidths and long luminescence lifetimes (which are independent 

of particle size and concentration), absence of undesirable blinking effects, high physical 

and chemical stability, high damage threshold and low cytotoxicity.2, 3 Some of the rare 

earth doped luminescent nanoparticles can undergo a multiphoton excitation process 

whereby two (or more) low-energy infrared photons are sequentially absorbed and 

converted into higher energy photons in the visible region of the spectrum, in a process 

known as upconversion (UC).4, 5 The Lanthanide-doped upconverting nanoparticles 

(UCNPs) demonstrate significant advantages over other traditionally used multiphoton 

excited probes (Semiconductor Quantum Dots and Gold nanoparticles), such as the 

possibility of performing multiphoton fluorescence imaging experiments with cost-

effective continuous wave laser sources instead of expensive mode locked femtosecond 

lasers.6, 7 In addition, the absence of “on–off” blinking in the luminescent signal made 

possible the use of UCNPs for single-molecule detection under near infrared (NIR) 

multiphoton excitation with light intensity requirements similar to those typically used 

for standard one-photon confocal imaging.8, 9 Moreover, the use of NIR excitation also 

minimizes photodamage in biological tissues and cells and reduces the background 

contribution of autofluorescence. As a result of all these advantages, it is possible to find 

out in the literature numerous demonstrations of the potential application of UCNPs for 

both in vitro and in vivo high contrast imaging as well as for biodetection and biosensing 

applications.3, 10-13 Indeed, UCNPs are becoming one of the most interesting nanosized 

luminescent probes and a careful bibliographic research revealed that almost 10 % of all 

the papers published in the literature dealing with the use of fluorescent nanoparticles for 
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bioimaging are involving them. In many of these applications, local information of the 

biosystem under study is obtained after a detailed spectral analysis of the luminescence 

generated by UCNPs. This is the case, for instance, of intracellular thermal sensing 

experiments, in which the cell´s temperature is obtained from the spectral analysis of the 

Er3+ ion emission of Er/Yb codoped UCNPs incorporated in living cells.14-16 Thus, the 

spectral shape of Er3+ ion emission must be carefully investigated. In the past, optical 

characterization of UCNPs has been mainly limited to ensemble-averaged measurements 

performed either on stable colloidal suspensions or in powder samples. Nevertheless, in 

many real applications (intracellular imaging and tracking, and sensing) the collected 

luminescence is expected to be generated by a single or few UCNPs. Consequently, a 

complete understanding of the single UCNP luminescence is required. Assessing single 

UCNP emission is not only interesting from a practical point of view but also from a 

fundamental one. Differences between emission spectra generated by a single UCNP and 

an ensemble of them (already demonstrated to exists in quantum dots and gold 

nanoparticles) could be used to elucidate on the presence of particle-particle 

interactions.17, 18  

Single UCNP emission has been reported by different groups that managed to achieve the 

upconverting emission spectrum of individual Er/Yb copdoped UCNPs.19-22 In these 

cases particle immobilization was achieved by drop casting a diluted suspension of 

UCNPs on a solid substrate, in such a way those UCNPs under study were in an open air 

environment. These pioneering investigations pointed out the potential use of UCNPs as 

single-particle imaging probes due to the large signal-to noise ratio obtained in the single 

particle emission spectrum. Nevertheless, for most of bioapplications, the interest falls on 

assessing the single UCNP emission in a colloidal suspension (i.e. in an aqueous 

medium). Note that this is of crucial importance as several works have already pointed 
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out a possible dependence of UCNP luminescence on their surrounding environment.23-

25 In fact, the measurement of the luminescence spectrum generated by a single UCNP 

suspended in water is a challenging task. It implies the remote immobilization of a single 

UCNP that, otherwise, would move randomly (Brownian motion) and, thus, will be 

continuously escaping from the excitation beam. As an example, a single 10 nm object 

diffuses in water through a typical excitation spot of ≈0.3 μm in diameter in a time scale 

of milliseconds. Thus, additional mechanisms must be used to retain UCNP inside the 

excitation spot since accurate single particle emission requires observation times as long 

as possible to extract maximal information. Indeed, the difficulties to immobilizing an 

individual UCNP for long periods of time in a colloidal suspension is the main obstacle 

that should be overcome in order to access single UCNP emission. 

Optical trapping (OT) has been demonstrated to be an accurate technique to achieve 

precise three dimensional translational and rotational control of single particles suspended 

in air or liquids. OT has been extensively used for remote manipulation of micro and 

nanosized objects with potential application in several areas, ranging from biology to 

nanophysics.26-31 The ability of tightly focused laser beams for trapping and handling of 

suspended particles was pioneered by Ashkin in the 1970s.32, 33 For nanosized particles, 

single beam trapping is based on the light field induced particle polarization. A nanosized 

particle then behaves as a dipole within a non-homogeneous electric field, so that it is 

attracted towards the beam focus by the so-called gradient force. In addition, a scattering 

force results from momentum transfer to the particle when the light is scattered by it. 

Under proper conditions, the gradient force can balance the scattering and gravity forces, 

so that the particle is retained at the laser focus.34-37 The magnitude of the net optical force 

strongly depends on the polarizability of the trapped particle. Although OT has been 

demonstrated to nicely works with plasmonic nanoparticles, recently it has been reported 
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to be also applicable to the three dimensional control of dielectric nanoparticles.30, 34-36 In 

particular, three dimensional remote manipulation of UCNPs has been recently 

demonstrated with optical forces in excess of 30 fN for laser trapping powers of 60 mW.38 

Those results provided new avenues for stable immobilization of colloidal UCNPs and, 

thus, opened the possibility of assessing the single UCNP emission in an aqueous 

environment. 

In this work, we have demonstrated long term (minutes) optical trapping of a single 

SrF2:Er3+,Yb3+ UCNP (8 nm in size) by using a 980 nm trapping laser wavelength. The 

laser beam has the double function of creating the required optical force field and of 

exciting, via a two photon process, the visible luminescence of a single UCNP particle at 

the optical trap. Appropriate coupling of the single beam optical trap to a high resolution 

spectrometer has made possible the spectral analysis of the Er3+ ion red emission 

generated by a spatially isolated UCNP. Then the single particle emission spectrum has 

been compared to that obtained from an assembly of particles revealing remarkable 

differences that have been tentatively explained in terms of the basic absorption/emission 

properties of individual UCNPs.  

The SrF2:Er3+,Yb3+ UCNPs used in this work were synthetized by the hydrothermal 

method. Details about the synthesis procedure can be found in Section S1 of Supporting 

Information.12, 39 Figure 1a shows a Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of 

the synthesized UCNPs that present an average size of 8 nm, as can be obtained from the 

size dispersion histogram shown in Figure 1b. The UCNPs were dispersed in D2O (instead 

of H2O in order to avoid undesired 980 nm laser-induced heating effects),38 showing 

excellent colloidal properties without evidence of precipitation during months. Recent 

works demonstrate the possibility of tailoring the optical forces acting on SrF2:Er3+,Yb3+ 

UCNPs by adequate choice of  potential via surface modification.40 In this work we used 
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UCNPs with  potential values close to -20 mV (Figure 1c), as they lead to moderately 

low optical trapping forces and, hence, to reduced trapping rates (number of nanoparticles 

incorporating into the trap per unit of time). OT experiments were performed by the 

simple single beam optical tweezers setup depicted in Figure 2a that is described in detail 

in Section S1 of Supporting Information. Briefly, a single 980 nm laser beam was focused 

into a microchannel containing the colloidal suspension of UCNPs by using a high 

numerical aperture microscope objective. The visible emission generated by UCNPs 

entering the optical trap was collected by the same objective and simultaneously imaged 

by a CMOS camera and spectrally analyzed by a high sensitivity-high resolution 

spectrometer. The UCNP visible emission is generated by Er3+ ions excited via an 

efficient Yb3+Er3+ energy transfer process, as it has been extensively described in 

previous works.5 In this work, we have focused our attention on the red emission band 

corresponding to the 4F9/2
4I15/2 transition of Er3+ ions, because of its high intensity that 

ensured the acquisition of high signal-to-noise luminescence spectra with moderate 

accumulation times (tens of seconds). Under our experimental conditions, the 

characteristic green emission 2H11/2;
4S3/2

4I15/2 was found  to be several times weaker 

than the red one, so that the acquisition of high signal-to-noise ratio green emission 

spectra was not possible in our experimental setup (see Figure S1 in Supporting 

Information). For single particle trapping experiments, the concentration of UCNPs in the 

colloidal suspension was decreased until the average distance between UCNPs was set to 

be close to 10 µm, reaching a value of approximately 2 x108 NP/cm3. Such low 

concentration is required in order to avoid multiple-particle trapping as well as UCNP 

agglomeration. Long term single UCNP trapping is experimentally demonstrated in 

Figure 2b that shows the time evolution of the visible emission generated at the optical 

trap as obtained with a 40 mW laser power. A clear rise in the emission intensity is 
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observed, denoting the incorporation of a single UCNP into the trap. After UCNP 

incorporation, the emission intensity remains constant for more than two minutes, 

evidencing no incorporation of a second UCNP. During this time, UCNP was 

immobilized at the trap position with a net force proportional to the laser trapping power 

(inset in Figure 2b). A trapping force close to 2 fN was obtained for a laser power of 40 

mW, as determined by the hydrodynamic drag method (see Section S1 in Supporting 

Information) and by considering the possible influence of Faxen´s correction (as 

described in Section S3 in Supporting Information).41 These optical forces were found to 

be strong enough to induce a controlled translation of the single UCNP by acting on 

(moving) the trapping beam. Figure 2c shows a sequence of pictures showing a single 

UCNP being moved along a square trajectory at a speed of 0.4 µm/s. Experimental results 

included in Figure 2 evidence that an appropriate choice of UCNP concentration and 

trapping beam power allows for single particle trapping and manipulation for times in 

excess of minutes. 

The long-period trapping of a single UCNP demonstrated in Figure 2 allowed us for 

accessing to the single particle emission spectrum despite of its weakness. Particle 

immobilization during minutes allowed for the acquisition of emission spectra requiring 

integration times of tens of seconds. The luminescence spectrum of a single UCNP 

immobilized into the trap is shown in Figure 3 (red line). It is characterized by a band 

emission extending from 640 up to 680 nm, reaching its maximum intensity at 649 nm. 

As previously mentioned, this emission band is ascribed to the 4F9/2
4I15/2 transition of 

Er3+ ions that are excited by 980 nm radiation through an Yb3+Er3+ energy transfer 

upconversion process.8 The intensity and shape of this emission spectrum was found to 

be highly stable, provided that no additional UCNP, were incorporated into the trap. 

Although appearing in the expected spectral range, the shape of the single particle 
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emission was found to differ from the typical emission spectrum obtained from a colloidal 

suspension of UCNPs when optically excited by the non-tightly focused 980 nm laser 

beam. Blue line in Figure 3 corresponds to the multiple-particle emission spectrum 

generated by a colloidal suspension of UCNPs at a concentration of 1015 NP/cm3, in which 

a 980 nm laser beam had been focused with a 0.25 NA microscope objective (leading to 

an excitation spot radius of 3 µm). As can be observed, the multiple-particle emission 

spectrum generated by the colloidal suspension of UCNPs shows a band also extending 

from 640 up to 680 nm with two main emission peaks centered at about 650 nm and 665 

nm of comparable intensities. At this point, it is important to mention that we 

systematically measured the emission spectra of colloidal suspensions with different 

concentrations. Under our experimental conditions, the minimum UCNP concentration 

that provided a measurable emission spectrum was found to be 1013 NP/cm3 and, hence, 

to an UCNP-UCNP average distance of 300 nm. Even for this low concentration, the 

emission spectrum of the colloidal suspension does not show relevant differences to that 

included in Figure 3 (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). The emission spectra 

in Figure 3 were both obtained with the same detection system so that the differences 

could not be attributed to any experimental artifact. Indeed, these spectral differences 

should arise from the different UCNP-UCNP interaction processes. Such differences can 

be understood by taking into account the work recently published by Sarkar et al.42 In that 

work, authors demonstrated that inter-particle non-radiative energy transfer between 

small colloidal rare-earth doped nanoparticles is mainly governed by the existence of 

particle-particle collisions. Thus, it was postulated that the magnitude of inter-particle 

interaction depends not on the average distance between particles but, instead, on the 

collision rate between colloidal nanoparticles. The collision rate between UCNPs, 

although difficult to evaluate, would increase with the number of optically trapped 
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UCNPs. Thus, accordingly with Sarkar et al.,42 the magnitude of inter-particle interaction 

would be also expected to increase with the number of optically trapped UCNPs. This 

will be increase the non-radiative and radiative energy transfer rates between Er3+ ions. 

While non-radiative transfer does not produce spectral shape changes, the radiative one 

would modify the shape of the Er3+ emission band. In other words, the Er3+ ions emission 

spectrum obtained during controlled incorporation of individual UCNPs into the trap 

should reveal a gradual spectral change from the single particle to the multi-particle 

emission spectrum. Controlled incorporation of individual UCNPs into the trap could be 

achieved by performing trapping experiments with larger trapping powers. Sequential 

UCNP incorporation into a 70 mW laser power trap is evidenced by the emission intensity 

profile included in Figure 4a in which each intensity step corresponds to the incorporation 

into the trap of an additional UCNP (process also schematically illustrated in Figure 4a). 

Under these experimental conditions, we estimated that the UCNP incorporation rate into 

the trap was 1 UCNP every 20 seconds, i.e 0.05 particles/s. Figure 4b shows the emission 

spectra measured during this sequential incorporation with an integration time interval of 

30 seconds (this being the integration time required for low noise spectrum acquisition). 

During the initial 30 seconds, only one UCNP was present in the optical trap and the 

recorded spectrum is dominated by the emission line at 649 nm, in good agreement with 

the single particle emission spectrum included in Figure 3 (obtained with a reduced laser 

trapping power of 40 mW). As time goes by, UCNPs are sequentially incorporated into 

the trap that leads to an increment in the particle-particle collision rate. Since the position 

histogram of a trapped particle is complex,43 in this work we did not attempt to evaluate 

such collision rate but, instead, we just discuss experimental data in terms of the number 

of optically trapped UCNPs (by considering a constant incorporation rate into the trap of 

0.05 NP/s). Figure 5 includes the estimated number of optically trapped UCNPs as a 
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function of the trapping time. The ratio between emitted intensities at 665 nm and 649 

nm is found to increase continuously with time up to a saturation value (gray dots in 

Figure 5). This means that this ratio increases with the number of UCNPs inside the trap, 

i.e. with the inter-particle collision rate. Regarding the saturation value, it is important to 

remind here that the I665/I649 emission intensity ratio obtained from a colloidal suspension 

of UCNPs corresponds to 0.82. Thus, it should be noted that about 2.5 minutes after 

trapping started, the I665/I649 intensity ratio starts to saturate at 0.82 indicating that, for this 

trapping time, the trap emission spectrum resembles that of the colloidal suspension 

(Figure 4b). At this time (2.5 minutes after trapping starts), we estimate that up to 7 

UCNPs had entered the trap.  

Experimental data included in Figure 4 and 5 evidence the existence of a transition from 

single-particle to multi-particle fluorescence in our colloidal UCNPs causing relevant 

changes in the spectral shape of the red Er3+ ions emission. At this point, we postulate 

inter-particle collision assisted radiative trapping (or self-absorption) as the UCNP-

UCNP interacting mechanism causing the observed spectral changes.44-46 To support this 

statement, figure 6a shows the room temperature absorption and emission spectra of a 

colloidal suspension of UCNPs (1015 NP/cm3) in the red spectral region. The spectral 

overlap between absorption and emission bands is evident. From a proper analysis of 

emission and absorption spectra, the lineshape functions (𝑔𝐸(𝜐) and 𝑔𝐴(𝜐) for emission 

and absorption, respectively) can be calculated. Results are included in Section S5 of 

Supporting Information from which an spectral overlap of ∫ 𝑔𝐴(𝜐) 𝑔𝐸(𝜐)𝑑𝜐 = 4.6 x10-14 

s-1 has been obtained, this being close to three times larger than the spectral overlap 

obtained for the green emission of Er3+ ions (2H11/2;
4S3/2

4I15/2)  (Section S5 in 

Supporting Information). Note that the existence of a non-negligible overlap between 

absorption and emission lineshape functions was, nevertheless, expected. From Figure 
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6a, it is clear that self-absorption of red emission would be especially relevant for emitted 

photons with wavelength close to 650 nm, where maximum overlap occurs. In fact, the 

terminal level of the radiative decay is the 4I15/2 ground state of Er3+ ions (Figure 6b) in 

such a way that emitted photons can be partially re-absorbed, and so promoting electronic 

back-excitations from the ground up to the 4F9/2 emitting state. As a result, in presence of 

this self-absorption process, the red emission spectrum (4F9/2
4I15/2 transition) would be 

modulated resulting in a reduction in the overall emitted intensity for wavelengths close 

to 650 nm. This modulation will increase as the magnitude of particle-particle interactions 

increase, i.e. as the trapping time increase. At the same time, the emission intensity at 

about 665 nm is almost unaffected by self-absorption since the overlap between 

absorption and emission around 665 nm is very weak (Figure 6a). Therefore, the ‘pure’ 

emission of a single UCNP (without any spectral modulation caused by self-absorption) 

would be only obtained in the absence of any absorbing UCNP in its surroundings, i.e. 

for optical trapping of a single UCNP. Under these conditions the distance between 

UCNPs is too large and the collision rate between UCNPs can be neglected, so that UCNP 

can be considered as an isolated luminescence unit and the detected luminescence exactly 

reproduces the single UCNP luminescence. On the contrary, when several UCNPs are 

incorporated into the trap, collision-assisted inter-particle interactions cannot be 

neglected, as reported by Sarkar et al.42 In this case, the detected luminescence is that of 

a single UCNP but modulated by the absorption spectrum of collisioning (neighboring) 

UCNPs. As it is explained in Section S6 of Supporting Information, the basic formalism 

of radiative energy transfer reveals that in our particular case, such interactions become 

relevant only when pseudo-contact between UCNPs is produced, i.e. they require the 

existence of collisions between UCNPs. Pseudo-contact between optically trapped 

UCNPs can be produced inside the trap not only by collisions between intra-trap moving 
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UCNPs, but it could be also induced if UCNP aggregation is taking place. Nevertheless, 

we here state that intra-trap aggregation can be discarded, as agglomeration would lead 

to loss of colloidal character and then a precipitation of the luminescent particles out of 

the optical trap (a not observed effect). In addition, DLS measurements performed on 

colloidal dispersion with UCNP concentrations as large as 1014 particles/cm3, much larger 

than the intra-trap particle densities achieved in our experiments, reveal that UCNPS 

show an hydrodynamic diameter close to 8 nm (see Figure S5 in Supporting Information). 

This is virtually the same as particle diameter determined by TEM (see Figure 1), 

indicating that “multi-particle fluorescence” does not involves particle aggregation.   

In summary, we have provided experimental evidence of the relevant role that the inter-

particle interactions can have in the luminescent properties of colloidal suspensions of 

upconverting nanoparticles. In particular, the single particle red emission of a long-period 

(minutes) optically immobilized SrF2:Er3+,Yb3+ UCNP has been found to be clearly 

different from the multi-particle emission spectrum. Single beam optical tweezers 

allowed us to monitor the transition from single-particle to multi-particle fluorescence by 

promoting sequential particle incorporation into the trap. The remarkable differences 

between single and multi-particle luminescence have been explained in terms of the 

existence of significant collision-assisted radiative self-absorption processes between 

UCNPs, due to the partial overlap between absorption and emission bands.  

The results provided in this work reveal that the previously reported properties of 

colloidal luminescent nanoparticles could have to be, in some cases, re-considered as they 

ignored the possible presence of particle-particle interactions that could be of relevant 

importance.  
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Figure 1. (a) TEM image of the UCNPs used all along this work. (b) Size histogram as 

obtained from the TEM images. (c)  potential spectrum of the UCNPs used in this work.  
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for luminescence 

acquisition of an optically trapped UCNP. (b) Time evolution of the trap luminescence, 

denoting the incorporation of a single UCNP. Inset shows the trapping force as a function 

of the laser power. Dots are experimental data and dashed line is the best linear fit. (c) 

Fluorescence image of a single optically trapped UCNP that is being translated along a 

square trajectory. Scale bar is 2 µm, in all the cases. 
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Figure 3. Upconversion emission spectra, as obtained from a single UCNP (red) and from 

multiple UCNPs (blue). Data were obtained from a single optically trapped UCNP and 

from a colloidal suspension of UCNPs (1015 NP/cm3), being the last one excited with a 

non-tightly focused laser beam. Excitation laser wavelength was, in both cases, 980 nm.  
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Figure 4. (a) Time evolution of the two-photon excited luminescence generated by 

optically trapped UCNPs. The intensity steps denote the sequential incorporation of 

UCNPs into the trap as it is schematically indicated in the Figure. (b) Emission spectra 

generated by optically trapped UCNPs as measured at different times in the same 

experimental conditions as those used in Figure 3 for single particle trapping, but with a 

higher laser power. Time interval between consecutive measurements was 30 s. The 

emission spectra obtained by a single UCNP (measured 30 s after switching on the 

trapping laser) and by several optically trapped UCNPs (obtained 7 min after trapping 

laser was switched on) are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.  
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Figure 5. Ratio (gray dots) between the emitted intensities at 665 nm (I665) and at 649 nm 

(I649) as a function of the trapping time (data extracted from the emission spectra included 

in Figure 4b). Dashed black line is a guide for the eye. The evolution of the number of 

optically trapped UCNPs is included as red squares.  
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Figure 6. (a) Room temperature absorption and emission spectra of a colloidal 

suspension of UCNPs (1015 NP/cm3). (b) Energy level scheme of Er3+ ion in the SrF2 

host. Just emission band corresponding to the 4F9/2  4I15/2 transition is shown. Both 

emission peaks are represented and those involved in self-absorption process are linked 

with a red arrow.  

 




